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Shimmering sunlight, rippling river

The waterfront calls us

In the Year of the Tiger

Flowing to jade green seas

Thinking deep thoughts

Carrying our dreams home

Where sunrise and sunset meet

In tiger stripes of gold and shadow.

Hollybridge by ASPAC at River Green
One of the last waterfronts in Vancouver
www.hollybridgeliving.com
5111 Hollybridge Way, Richmond, BC V7C 0C1
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HAVE A TICK-TALK WITH YOURSELF. MAKE EVERY SECOND 
COUNT THIS NEW YEAR.

I’m sure, like me, you have started to plan the year ahead, making 

dates in calendars, setting reminders ... the future is there in front 

of us, divided into neat daily squares. But I’m urging you this year to 

think about time more deeply and bust out of the strict geometry of 

time-keeping. After all, time is our most precious resource by far. We 

can't make more of it and we can't save it up. We need to cherish it.

For ASPAC, time is part of the fourth dimension in real estate — 

what we call Enlightened Living. We believe that not all time is 

equal. Sometimes you feel as though you have accomplished a great 

deal in half an hour. Sometimes you feel you have wasted half a day.  

So let’s try to spend our other resources wisely to make more time 

for people and places we love.

In this issue, we’re escaping to the timeless wilderness, turning back 

the clock on aging and learning about the timelessness of art. I’m 

recommending products that I love because they save time, keep my 

body clock ticking regularly, or help me to be more present in the 

moment through mindfulness.

In this Year of the Tiger, I’m going to try to live my most 

enlightened life by reducing the amount of time I waste. And 

ASPAC will always do its utmost to help you squeeze more joy and 

meaning out of every minute of every day by focusing on what really 

matters to you.

Again, Gung Hay Fat Choy! And may you never fly any faster than 

your guardian angel.

R yan
Ryan Laurin 

Editor-in-chief        @lightninglaurin

Happy
New
Year!

ASPAC.CA/HAUTE
Look on our website for bonus articles.

Welcome to the 
Year of the Tiger 
Edition of Haute.

Time is of the essence. Make time this year to treat yourself to the good things in life. Ryan and 
the ASPAC team are ready to help ...
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Nimmo Bay  
counts heartbeats 
not minutes

Paddling towards the ancient 
glacier at Nimmo Bay

UNWIND TO THE WILD
SHED THE CITY

Once the plane becomes a flyspeck in the distance, you experience 

what CEO and owner, Fraser Murray calls ‘shedding the city’. You feel 

as if you are taking off a heavy overcoat that dulls your senses and 

weighs you down with the day-to-day worries of work. At Nimmo Bay, 

you become a wilder, wiser, more carefree version of You.

Everything seems to float here, alongside the guests. The Sanctuary 

is a seaborne hydrotherapy loop with a cedar Finnish sauna and a 

wave-cradled, wood-fired hot tub. You can take to a paddle board on 

a self-propelled cruise past a 100,000 year-old glacier, go fly-fishing 

in a custom-built boat, or take a coastal safari to watch bears forage 

for breakfast along the shoreline.

ESCAPES

You feel the need to pinch yourself. You’d be forgiven for 

thinking that Nimmo Bay is enchanted — a place where 

time stands still or perhaps even runs backwards a little. 

Only a quick hop, skip and jump in a float plane from downtown 

Vancouver to the edge of the Great Bear Rainforest, the spell that 

you’re breaking is the spell of city life.
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Great Bear 
DInIng

The noble halibut often graces the menu

Al fresco dining is just one of the exquisite pleasures of a wild retreat

EAT THE SEA

Speaking of hungry animals, perhaps the most buoyant experience 

is food-forward. You cast off in a small boat with chef Linnéa 

LeTourneau who just happens to be a freediver. Before you know it, 

she has disappeared into the deep for your supper. She reappears 

with the freshest uni from Poseidon’s private pantry, with a raw 

tasting to follow right there on deck. Later in the evening, you'll 

enjoy your catch prepared by the same chef — no longer in diving 

gear, of course.

SOPHISTICATED BY NATURE

Your cabin — one of just nine — is close by the woods and the 

water’s edge, with a dramatic waterfall behind. But it's no rustic 

treehouse. Inside you'll find the finest Belgian linen, handmade 

pottery and Turkish carpets. There’s a bohemian sophistication that 

belies the remoteness of the location (although they do admit to 

what is cutely termed ‘wilderness wifi’.)

Hospitality has a long tradition in these parts, as Nimmo Bay is in 

the traditional territory of the Gwawaenuk First Nation, part of the 

Kwak’walawakw people. Nimmo Bay honours the sea and the land 

with infinite care and attention to detail. Community is a big word at 

Nimmo Bay, where you can stay confident in the knowledge that the 

environment is benefiting from your presence. Everything is powered 

by hydroelectric, and sourcing of produce is local and sustainable.

MADE FOR YOU, BY YOU

“Our main goal is to listen to our guests and create an individual 

package for them. We’re not prescriptive. We never do something 

twice. No set itineraries. During the booking phase, we begin to get 

to know you — but during the stay things change organically,” says 

Brianna Sloan, marketing manager.

Organic is a great word to describe the ethos of Nimmo Bay. This 

is a stay that grows out of your needs. You set the pace. You decide 

how many heartbeats per minute is the right rhythm for you.

nimmobay.com

WORDS

@yyc_paragraphica

TARSIE JACKS

Savour The Coast is a limited availability retreat in 2022 — a wild 
cookout, a foodie-focused tasting menu with an expert sommelier on 
hand. We’ve reserved two places for Haute readers but it’s first come, 
first served so call right now to book.

Call 1-800-837-4354

Just In
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A roaring fire and supper beneath the stars — the end of another perfect Nimmo Day

Helicopter adventures take you to the outer reaches of the Great Bear Rainforest.
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Change the 
dimensions of 
your red envelope 
this year. 

Overlooking the famous Brighouse oaks and 
pines, a conservation area of century-old trees, 
this magnificent three-bedroom, three-bathroom 
and den home greets the sunrise every morning. 

Bathed in northern light, with a capacious 
wraparound balcony, H502 frames iconic views of 
the city and North Shore mountains. Inside, there’s 
acres of space for entertaining in the refectory-
style kitchen, with a separate, nested wok kitchen. 
Total living area is an incredible 1695 square feet.

Only for Chinese New Year 2022, this prestige  
home attracts a $238,900 clawback incentive. 
Speak to your Realtor or call our sales team.

*Prices and promotions are subject to change at any time and exclude taxes. E. & O.E. Sales by Macdonald Realty. 
This is not an offering for sale, any such offering may only be made by disclosure statement.

RIVER RD

PEARSON W
AY

HO
LLYBRIDG

E W
AY

HOLLYBRIDGE
PRESENTATION 
CENTRE

HOLLYBRIDGE PRESENTATION CENTRE
5111 Hollybridge Way, Richmond, BC V7C 0C1

604 233 2633
info@hollybridgeliving.com

HOLLYBRIDGELIVING.COM
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Make it 1695 sq ft.

Change the 
dimensions of 
your red envelope 
this year. 

http://www.hollybridgeliving.com
http://www.hollybridgeliving.com
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Zao Wou-Ki

Dates with genius

1973. Zao Wou-Ki in his Paris studio. Reserved rights. Photo Credit: Mohror

ART & DESIGN
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The enigmatic brushstrokes of revered Chinese-French artist 

Zao Wou-ki often have equally enigmatic titles. Beginning 

in the late fifties, as he left figurative painting behind, 

Zao named his oil paintings with simple numeric dates: 18.07.62, 

15.02.73, 18.03.83, and 24.11.80.

Zao’s own birth date made him a New Year baby: February 1st, 1920 

in Beijing. His artistic talent was nurtured by family and teachers, 

leading to the Hangzhou School of Fine Arts. He was encouraged 

to travel to Paris, the epicentre of world art at the time, where he 

maintained his studio for most of his career.

In Paris, paradoxically, Zao rediscovered his roots. He is recognized 

today for combining two great traditions in his art —  Western 

abstract impressionism and ancient Chinese classical scroll ink brush.

A versatile artist, whose calligraphic name can be interpreted as 

‘no limits’, Zao was inspired by Shang dynasty oracle bone script. 

He was also intrigued by the way that the scholars of the Southern 

Song had moved from hanging scrolls (zhou) to hand scrolls (juan) 

to better represent landscapes. A similar transition from vertical 

to horizontal took place in Zao’s work, culminating in the gigantic 

10-metre long masterpiece Juin-Octobre 1985 from his 'Infinite 

Period'. This triptych set a world auction record for the artist, 

reaching $65M USD ($510M HK) when it sold posthumously  

in May 2017.

The art of Zao Wou-ki is a meditation on the absence or presence 

of qi, a restless reanimation of calligraphy in cosmic landscapes of 

colour and texture. His popularity has grown in recent years, with 

his work in 150 collections in over 20 countries, establishing him as 

the most sought-after Asian artist of the 20th century.

If you haven’t seen any Zao Wou-ki up close, make time for  

the timeless.

WORDS

@yvr_paragraphica

IAIN FERGUSON

Where to see Zao Wou-ki in Canada, Hong Kong and China:
1981. Painting with China ink in his Paris studio. Reserved rights. 

Photo Credit: Serge Lansac

Juin-Octobre 85 - Triptyque, 1985, oil on canvas, 280 × 1000 cm. Private collection. Photo Credit: Dennis Bouchard

27.02.98, 1998, oil on canvas, 130 × 195 cm. Private collection.   
Photo Credit: Dennis Bouchard

18.07.62 15.02.73 24.11.80

Montreal — Museum of Contemporary Art; Museum of Fine Art 
Quebec City — National Museum of Fine Arts of Quebec 
Toronto — Art Gallery of Ontario 
Hong Kong — Museum of Art; M+ 
Hangzhou — China Academy of Art 
Beijing — China Central Academy of Fine Arts 
Suzhou — Suzhou Museum 

All works by Zao Wou-Ki: © Zao Wou-Ki / ProLitteris, Zurich
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Detail from 10.03.74 - Nous deux encore 1974, oil on canvas, 280 × 400 cm, Fukuoka Art Museum, Fukuoka, Japan. Reserved rights

10.03.74
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10.03.74
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MATERIAL WORLDS

This Year of the Water Tiger promises to be full of challenges. 

For me, the lesson of the pandemic is that time cannot be 

wasted — we simply don’t know what’s around the corner. 

I’d like to rewrite the famous phrase Carpe Diem or Seize the Day 

because I think it’s too slow for the current times. I prefer Seize 

the Moment. Every second is too precious to lose. Make sure you 

do something important with it. My Objects of Desire are my 

suggestions on how to add an extra dimension to life.

Ryan Laurin

Objects 
of Desire

Ryan's

   @lightninglaurin
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THE BIG PILOT REMINDS ME THAT TIME FLIES

They say time flies — and so does the Big Pilot Watch 43. This 

reimagined 80-year old classic, reissued at the turn of the year by 

IWC, is my favourite timepiece. I love the oversized crown and the 

iconic luminescent hands, heritage reminders from the days of 

fighter pilots and dogfights in the sky. I also love the fact that each 

watch is made using recycled steel — a sign of the times. The new 

Big Pilot design aesthetic is rugged yet sophisticated, and the EasX-

CHANGE system lets me switch out the wristband for casual or 

formal attire. My version has a chronograph concealed in the crown 

so that I can time my workouts to the second.

iwc.com 
@iwcwatches

STORE

IWC
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SUPERFOODS ARE SUPER-SIMPLE WITH BLUME

I’m not one for New Year resolutions but I do want to drink less 

coffee. My go-to solution is to combine my need to sip with my daily 

superfood — so I whip up one of Blume’s delicious lattes. These 

animal-friendly, small-batch cuppas from Vancouver just need some 

warm milk added. After a workout, I’m down for a Beetroot Blend. 

which is rich in nitrates, supporting heart health and boosting 

recovery times. No added sugar or caffeine required to keep me  

on top form.

itsblume.com 
@itsblume

Blume

A TIPPLE FOR TIGERS

Chinese New Year is a time to celebrate — and 

that surely means the finest food and beverage. 

For 2022, I thoroughly recommend a vintage 

Scotch from a previous Year of the Tiger like 

this Glen Grant 170th Anniversary from 2010. A 

bottle like this will become a family heirloom to 

be broken open at anniversaries and weddings. 

You may need to bid at auction to find some 

older whiskies but the effort is rewarding. This 

Glen Grant has become silky smooth over the 

decades but its peat-tinged flavours have a 

tigerish charm.

glengrant.com 
@glengrantscotch

Glen 
Grant
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BISON AND BACON ARRABBIATA WITH FRESH LINGUINE 

INGREDIENTS
Serves 4

500 g Lean Ground Bison*
200 g Bacon Strips
454 g Fresh Linguine
2 Red Chili
740 ml Crushed Tomatoes with Garlic and Onion
113 g Onion, chopped
400 g Mixed Mushrooms
14 g Basil
½ cup Parmesan Cheese, shredded
12 g Garlic
2 sachets Beef Broth Concentrate
4 tbsp Unsalted Butter
Salt and Pepper to taste

**Cook bison and bacon to minimum internal temperatures of 
71°C/160°F.

METHOD

1. Prep. Add 10 cups water and 2 tsp salt to a large pot. 
Cover and bring to a boil over high heat. While the water 
comes to a boil, slice mushrooms. Peel, then mince or 
grate garlic. Thinly slice basil. Finely chop chili, removing 
seeds for less heat. (NOTE: We suggest using gloves when 
prepping chili pepper.) 

2. Cook bacon. Cut bacon into 1/4-inch strips. Heat a large 
non-stick pan over medium-high heat. When hot, add 
bacon. Cook, flipping occasionally, until crispy, 5-7 min.** 
Remove pan from the heat. Using a slotted spoon, transfer 
bacon to a small bowl. Set aside. Reserve 2 tbsp fat in pan, 
discard remaining. 

3. Cook Bison. Heat the pan with reserved bacon fat over 
medium-high. When hot, add bison. Cook, breaking up 
bison into smaller pieces, until no pink remains, 4-5 min.** 
Season with salt and pepper. 

4. Cook sauce. Add mushrooms, onions, garlic and half 
the chili to the pan. Cook, stirring occasionally, until 
mushrooms have softened, 5-6 min. Add tomato sauce 
base, broth concentrate and crushed tomatoes. Cook, 
stirring occasionally, until sauce thickens slightly, 3-4 min. 
Season with salt and pepper. 

5. Cook linguine. While sauce cooks, add linguine to the 
boiling water. Cook uncovered, stirring occasionally, until 
tender, 2-3 min. Reserve 1 cup pasta water, then drain and 
return to pot, off heat. Add 4 tbsp butter, then toss to coat. 
Set aside. 

6. Finish and serve. Add bison mixture, pasta water, bacon 
and half the Parmesan to the large pot with linguine. 
Season with salt and pepper, then toss to combine. Divide 
the bison and bacon arrabbiata between plates. Sprinkle 
the basil and remaining Parmesan over top. Sprinkle 
remaining chili over top, if desired. 

Cook 
against the 
clock with 
HelloFresh
When Bison meets Bacon 
what can go wrong?
In the deep midwinter, there’s one word that can warm us to the 

core … bacon. Add the unrivalled beefiness of bison and you’ve got 

the ingredients to make New Year magic 

happen in the kitchen. 

hellofresh.ca

An ASPAC Treat

F&B

Spicy, hearty and wholesome

Want to travel with your taste buds and experience a 
world of flavour without setting foot in a store? Use code 
HELLOASPAC to enjoy 7 free meals when you subscribe 
to HelloFresh today.†

†new customers only

Bison and Bacon Arrabbiata
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Why kings and 
queens get a 
better snooze

WHAT ARE THE CRITICAL FACTORS TO GETTING A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP? 

Rebecca: #1 is time. #2 is the consistency of our routines. That 

means falling asleep at the same time and waking up close to the 

same time, including weekends, because our brains and our bodies 

are creatures of habit and kind of a well-oiled machine.

There are also environmental factors. The mattress, and the bed – 

the foundation of our sleep. With beds, there’s no one size fits all.

And then, of course, you want something very supportive of your 

physique and body type. And that is highly variable from one person 

to the next. But essentially, what you’re looking for is keeping the 

head, neck and spinal column in one straight line so that you can 

wake up without any neck or back pain. 

Another aspect of the environment that matters is temperature. We 

want to keep a sleeper in what we call a thermal neutral range — 

not too hot, not too cold — slightly on the cooler side around 68 

Fahrenheit. Another environmental factor is sound. You don’t want 

a space that’s too loud, or worse, with intermittent noises that could 

pull you out of sleep.

SOME PEOPLE BELIEVE THEY FUNCTION PERFECTLY FINE WITH JUST  
5 OR 6 HOURS PER DAY. WHY IS THAT?

Rebecca: I would wager that’s because they were excessively sleep 

deprived.  ‘Sleep debt’ is the difference between how many hours 

you get and how many hours you need. Any sleep you catch after 

being in debt will feel restorative. Your body goes into survival 

mode, and you tend to spend more time in rapid eye movement 

(REM) deep sleep. In our lab, these sleep-deprived individuals fall 

asleep right away when we pull them into a cool, dark bedroom and 

give them a chance to sleep.

HOW DOES USING NATURAL MATERIALS IN A BED IMPROVE THE 
QUALITY OF SLEEP AND OVERALL WELLNESS IN THE LONG TERM?

Rebecca: You want a surface that will promote airflow and 

temperature regulation so that when you’re sleeping, heat is not 

building on your sleep surface because that will cause fragmented 

sleep — and even nightmares.

Alistair: Natural materials are breathable and allow airflow. 

Synthetic fibres, latex and memory foams can cause overheating 

and deteriorate over time. Natural fibres such as cotton, wool, and 

horsetail wick moisture away and help to regulate body temperature.

Particularly at the beginning of the night, when we walk in and lie 

down on that surface, we want to make sure that our body is in 

the thermal neutral range — or slightly on the cooler side. A cool 

environment will allow us to dip into deeper sleep faster.

SLEEP ON SCIENZZZZZZZ …

Every custom bed (like this B Bed) starts with a pencil sketch under the watchful eye of 
creative director Mandeep Dillon

Did you know that you spend close to a third of your life 

asleep? That’s a lot of sheep to count. A regular seven or 

eight hours, turning in at the same time, and making sure 

your bedroom is quiet and cool are all important. Yet, what makes 

or breaks a good night’s sleep is what we lie on. Is your bed giving 

you the proper support in the right areas? 

For the A to Zzzz of sleep, Haute turned to the experts from Savoir, 

an English manufacturer that dates back to 1905 when it created 

the beds for the famed Savoy Hotel in London. Hailed as the ‘King 

of Beds’, each Savoir bed takes 8 to 12 weeks for a team of skilled 

craftspeople to perfect — that means fewer than 1000 bespoke  

beds each year.

We spoke to Savoir sleep experts, Dr. Rebecca Robbins Instructor of 

Medicine at Harvard Medical School, Associate Scientist, Division 

of Sleep and Circadian Disorders at Brigham and Women’s Hospital 

and Senior Managing Director, Alistair Hughes. They explained how 

to get a rest fit for royalty such as King Hassan II of Morocco who 

had 24 Savoir beds.

ART & DESIGN
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SLEEP ON SCIENZZZZZZZ …

Based on the #4 New Standard Bed, this Felix collaboration with the National Gallery in London 
features detail from The Combat of Love & Chastity by Gherardo di Giovanni del Fora

It can take more than 60 hours of handcrafting 
to make one bed

A MYTH REGARDING MATTRESSES IS THAT THE THICKER, THE BETTER 
– IS THIS TRUE?

Alistair: A firmer, thicker mattress is not necessarily best and may 

not result in the proper support. You must sink into the bed to 

some extent! If not, your spine will bend unnaturally. If you are a 

side sleeper, your hips and shoulders need to sink in to make sure 

you get support around waist level. If you fall asleep on your back, 

your bottom must sink in to support your lower back. So, the lighter 

you are, all other things being equal, the softer the bed you require. 

HOW DOES SAVOIR CATER TO THE DIFFERENT SLEEP NEEDS OF 
PARTNERS IN THE SAME BED? 

Alistair: Your mattress should allow partners enough space to move 

easily during the night. It should also accommodate your different 

requirements, which may mean one side of the bed is softer than the 

other. Our craftspeople can create different tensions within a one-

piece mattress or a zipped pair. With every bed made by hand, we can 

create tension zoning, something which is not possible by machine.
WORDS

@pendulummagazine

@yvr_paragraphica

FLORENCE LEUNG WITH IAIN FERGUSON

WHAT’S UNIQUE TO THE SAVOIR PRODUCTION PROCESS THAT REQUIRES 
SO MUCH TIME?

Alistair: The Savoir Bedworks is the antithesis of a production 

line; one craftsman will create every element of the bed from start 

to finish. We have the ability to make every bed different for every 

customer’s required support and style. Expert upholsterers and 

carpenters, along with in-house CAD designers, allow us to create 

any bed imaginable.

This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.

All photos: Savoir
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If your energy is low, you can’t sleep, your gut is upset, or your 

mind is cloudy, Jas Kalsi wants you to think of your body as if 

it were a home with many rooms. Jas encourages us to get our 

‘physical house in order’ by aligning our energies with our natural 

flow, through a self-care package he calls Santé Bespoke. If this 

sounds a little like feng shui, you’d be right — Jas is not only a 

company CEO, he’s also a feng shui master.

In feng shui, you don’t just look at one space, you look at the 

whole house. That’s the naturopathic approach to wellness Jas and 

his team take at Santé Bespoke. They have a holistic view of the 

entire body, and their focus is on prevention, not cure. As Jas says, 

everything is connected:

“ When you look at Vancouver — outdoor living, yoga — here 

supplements are a big part of your life. We think about lifestyle 

as different areas you try to get a balance in. It's your social 

networking, your financial health, your mental health, and your 

physical health. Supplements can feed into all of that. And we 

know we don't get enough nutrients from the food we eat today.”

If you thought that all supplements, such as probiotics, are the 

same, Jas has some news for you: they're definitely not.

Every month Santé delivers all the supplements your body needs in one box

Jas Kalsi — Santé CEO and feng shui master

Make time 
to heal.

Out of the box 
thinking around 
health begins 
at home.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
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“ In Canada, this is a regulated market — everything has to go 

through Health Canada. But even with that, there’s tiers. Not 

every supplement is made the same. The vitamin D you buy at 

Whole Foods is not what you'll get from a naturopathic doctor. 

We only provide professional grade supplements. You cannot 

dispense these supplements without a naturopathic doctor 

giving you the recommendation.”

And the probiotics in yogurt, for example, are weak compared to 

Santé Bespoke’s concentrated formulas.

According to Jas, there are three big areas of concern for his 

patients. Sleep is #1, then immunity, and then the gut. Where do you 

find the clues to these complex concerns?

“ We do an online assessment, lots of companies do them — what 

you're eating, how much exercise, how many alcoholic drinks 

... But people sometimes misremember! So we require blood 

work as well. We send a kit to your home — you just take a tiny 

pinprick of blood. The results of your blood work go to our 

naturopathic doctor. They’ll look at what you want to achieve 

in life — what your goals are — and look at your blood work. 

The doctor then designs a personalized supplement protocol. 

We take into account all allergies, and preferences such as vegan, 

vegetarian, keto. Everybody’s supplement protocol is different — 

because your blood is your blood.”

“ Then you’ll have a conference call with our nutritionist, based 

on your assessment. Now you are on a journey. Every month you 

get a box, everything you need is in it. In the morning you take a 

sachet, in the evening you take a sachet.”

Jas believes in taking time to heal. He cautions that this is not 

an overnight fix. In six months, Santé will need to test your blood 

again, with an adjustment in your supplement mix. There’s even a 

concierge team ready to answer questions and suggest tweaks to 

your regime.

Your Santé Bespoke box doesn't neglect the spiritual side of 

health either. Inside every box are a set of intention cards, to help 

you keep your focus and meditate to relieve stress and neutralize 

negative energy.
WORDS

@yyc_paragraphica

TARSIE JACKS

" YOUR THOUGHTS HAVE 
POWER. IT'S JUST 
ENERGY. IF YOU CAN 
UNDERSTAND HOW 
IT WORKS, YOU CAN 
MANIPULATE IT. TAKE 
A SECOND JUST TO 
BE MINDFUL OF YOUR 
HEALTH BY FOCUSING 
ON THE SUPPLEMENT IN 
YOUR HAND."

Your Santé box contains a month’s supply of essential supplements including intention 
cards to align mind and body

Ryan Laurin from ASPAC is trying out Santé Bespoke. He’ll report 
back in a future issue of Haute.
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This spring, The Richmond Art Gallery (RAG) is presenting 

a Canadian premiere of work by American poet Jane Wong 

and new work from Taiwanese-Canadian creative duo 

Mizzonk. The exhibition explores the theme of nourishment in this 

Doordash cultural moment — what do we really need, physically 

and spiritually?

Wong’s installation is a giant round table, reminiscent of her 

family’s Chinese-American restaurant of the ‘80s and ‘90s, 

entitled After Preparing the Altar, The Ghosts Feast Feverishly. 

Visitors walk around the table looking into bowls that contain 

fragments of poetry which they must piece together, beneath a 

chandelier of soup spoons. Wong’s work also touches on a dark 

period of Chinese history during the Great Leap Forward, which 

her family lived through.

Mizzonk is the public persona of Maple Ridge artists Wan-Yi 

Lin and Roger Chen who relocated to Canada after witnessing 

9/11 from the rooftop of their Brooklyn studio. The experience 

marked a turning point in their lives, as they searched for 

a pastoral alternative to an urban identity. Six Acres is their 

projected animation of watercolour scenes celebrating their 

home’s natural cadences.

NOURISH

At The Richmond Art Gallery (RAG) from Jan. 22 to April 3, 2022, curated by 
Nan Capogna.

Serving a meaningful 
menu at RAG

WORDS

@yyc_paragraphica

MARY GREENSHIELDS-SMITH

FAST FOOD, 
SLOW ART

ART & DESIGN
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https://www.richmondartgallery.org/exhibitions/current-exhibitions
https://www.instagram.com/yyc_paragraphica/?hl=en
https://g.page/theRichmondArtGallery?share](https://g.page/theRichmondArtGallery?share
https://www.google.com/maps/place/7700+Minoru+Gate+%23180,+Richmond,+BC+V6Y+1R8/@49.163814,-123.1431844,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x54860ac9e8a41531:0x6ad7af736ac35982!8m2!3d49.163814!4d-123.1409957
https://www.google.com/maps/place/7700+Minoru+Gate+%23180,+Richmond,+BC+V6Y+1R8/@49.163814,-123.1431844,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x54860ac9e8a41531:0x6ad7af736ac35982!8m2!3d49.163814!4d-123.1409957


Jane Wong
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A healthier, happier New Year from ASPAC

*  Waterfront homes with room to work out and work 
from home

*  Superb floor plans with outdoor space to entertain 

*  More than 20,000 sq feet of River Green amenities, 
including pool, sauna and basketball court

*  Move in 2023  — call for New Year pricing on 
penthouses, sub-penthouses and family-sized homes

*  Select homes purchased in February 2022 come with 
his and hers Big Pilot watches by IWC

RIVER RD

PEARSON W
AY

HO
LLYBRIDG

E W
AY

HOLLYBRIDGE
PRESENTATION 
CENTRE

HOLLYBRIDGE PRESENTATION CENTRE
5111 Hollybridge Way, Richmond, BC V7C 0C1

604 233 2633
info@hollybridgeliving.com

*Prices and promotions are subject to change at any time and exclude taxes. E. & O.E. Sales by Macdonald Realty. This is not an offering for sale, any such offering may only be made by disclosure statement.

Live Lucky 
in your big 
red envelope.

Live Lucky 
in your big 
red envelope.

CNY 2022 at Hollybridge.

https://hollybridgeliving.com/cnyenews/
https://aspac.ca/
http://www.hollybridgeliving.com
mailto:info%40hollybridgeliving.com?subject=

